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Abstract

In this technical report, we describe our solution to
the spatio-temporal action localization task, AVA-Kinetics
Challenge. This article has two major contributions.
Firstly, we innovatively proposed a new end-to-end net-
work, which fuses pose features with person features in an
atomic clip to classify actions. Secondly, we proposed a new
interaction block, Cube-Fusion. This new fusion way helps
us effectively incorporating person feature, object feature
and memory feature.

1. Introduction

With the development of Internet, tons of videos are
continuously generated in video content platforms, like
YouTube, Netflix, Bilibili, etc, showing that video under-
standing becomes more and more indispensable. Action
recognition is one of the most basic technology. But in
real life, just knowing the activity of the entire video is not
enough, we still need to get actions and positions of each
person in clips, to further analyze the video content. This
task is intended to evaluate the ability of algorithms to local-
ize human actions in space and time. Below is our solution
to this spatio-temporal action localization task.

2. Our Approach

In our approach, we use an open-source toolbox AlphAc-
tion [1] as baseline. In addition, We have two major contri-
butions. The first, we innovatively proposed a new end-to-
end network, which fuse pose features with person features
in an atomic clip to classify actions. On the other hand, we
proposed a new Interaction Block, Cube-Fusion.

2.1. Overall Framework

In this task, a detector [7] is applied to get person boxes
every second, and we set the boxes in center frame as fi-
nal boxes in this clip. As showed in Fig1, we use Slow-
Fast network [3] as backbone to extract features, and per-
form ROIAlign layer [4] to crop the person and object fea-
tures out from extracted features, followed by spatial max
pooling to the feature map. an interaction reasoning block
improved from nonlocal block [8] is applied to learn inter-
action between global person features and object features.
Particularly, we perform our new interaction block to fuse
person features, object features and memory features, gen-
erating final global reasoning features. What’s more, we
have another path which applies pose information to get
part features. This path will be described in the following
chapter. Finally, we concatenate part reasoning features and
global reasoning features as fuse features. We apply fully
connected layers in both fuse features and global features to
predict actions.

2.2. Pose-Part Network

We apply the method in [6] to get ten part proposals
for each person. As showed in Fig2, to learn the relation-
ship between each body part and other subjects (like per-
son and objects) in this clip, we concatenate person features
and object features, and innovatively perform an interaction
reasoning block to handle the relationship between concate-
nated features and ten body part features. The interaction
reasoning block is improved from nonlocal block. Next,
we use a SE block [5] to learn the most important part fea-
ture, which has incorporated features of other body parts.
In this way, the Pose-Part network has fully learned the the
relationship in this clip, and will not increase network com-
plexity largely.
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Figure 1. The framework of our approach. We apply a detector [7] to get person boxes, a pose estimator [2] to get pose skeleton. SlowFast
network [3] is used as a backbone to get features, but in part proposals, we apply ROIAlign layers in penultimate layer of backbone.Then
it is divided into two path, the upper path extracts global features, and the lower one extracts part features.

Figure 2. The framework of Pose-Part network.

2.3. Cube-Fusion

We proposed a new Interaction Block named as Cube-
Fusion. As shown in Fig3, we conduct a Cube for informa-
tion circulation. In this framework, there are several paths
to interact with person features, object features, and mem-
ory features with minimal redundancy. We also add skip
layers to prevent model degradation. In short, the method
we proposed is a very effective interaction block to learn
relationships between person and other subjects in clips.

3. Experiment Results

Table 1. The results on validation set in AVA
Model Resolution Bbox Dataset mAP

baseline 256*464 det bbox AVA 32.60
Cube-Fuse 256*464 det bbox AVA 32.85

Table 2. The results on validation set in Kinetics
Model Resolution Bbox Dataset mAP

baseline* 256*464 gt bbox kinetic 44.95
Pose-Part* 256*464 gt bbox kinetics 46.51

In table1, we compare our model with baseline [1] in
AVA dataset. We train our model only with ava train v2.2

Figure 3. The framework of Interaction Block.’O’ present object
features, ’P’ present person features, and ’M’ is memory features.
By the cube framework, information are merged much effectively

data, and we can see Cube-Fuse block upgrade 0.25 in mAP.
In table2, we compare our model with baseline* in kinet-

ics dataset. Specially, baseline* means baseline model with
Cube-Fusion block. Pose-Part Network* means Pose-Part
Network with Cube-Fusion block. To compare the ability
in classifying actions, we use groundtrue bboxes as detec-
tion bboxes. We train our model only with ava train v2.2
and kinetics train v1.0. As seen in table2, Pose-Part Net-
work improves the performance by 1.56 in mAP.

We created an ensemble of models, and achieved 36.90
mAP on the test set of AVA-Kinetics.
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